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Abstract: This work contributes multi object detection and dynamic query image based retrieval system. Generally, finding relevance and matching user expectations is very critical based on query key information and these results irrelevant responses which will produce low similarity index. Consequently, CBIR system took a major responsibility of identifying new objects, retrieving similar objects or contents based on multi query and dynamic keywords with improved recall and precision as per requirement of the users. At this juncture, Discrete Curvelet Transform with the incorporation of HOG and HTF based approach is proposed to handle commercial image, medical images and types of multi model images. This proposed approach mainly focuses on extracting scaled features for finding correlation among the query and database images. To start with the process, query image is decomposed into multi level sub images to extract set of texture features at two levels. These features are estimated by Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) and HOG descriptor based techniques is adapted to find scaled vectors with reduced dimensionality. This method outperforms compared as compared to existing method is authenticated from experimental results.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the advent of the digital technology, there is various form information with larger scale accessed in different types search engine. Timely data collection and more relevant data collection is one of the primary processes of retrieval system. Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) is the key component for availing instant resourceful data in the search engine, which is another thirst area in research scope [1], [2]. The basic step involved in CBIR is retrieving highly correlated images from database by feeding query image based on relevance. Practically, CBIR involves the contents like, texture, shape or color based searches. Therefore, feature selection is a key stage in content-based retrieval [3], [4]. Figure 1 describes the general process and operation of CMIR system. There are plenty of sources of information are accumulated in database and its profiles are maintained as feature vector during preprocess [5][6][8]. When query image is given as an input, its feature values are estimated and are compared with the database feature with some statistical measures. Then, based on rank from higher similarity index to the lower similarity index retrieved images are ordered.

Figure 1 General CBIR system

II. RELATED WORK

Juan Miguel Medina et al (2012) proposed a novel approach to medical image retrieval using a fuzzy object-relational database management system (FORDBMS). This paper concentrates on X-ray images of patients suffering from scoliosis (a medical condition in which the patient’s spine is curved) from which spine descriptions are obtained. Subsequently, query images are matched to retrieve relevant images with a certain oriented pattern. Results show high accuracy when evaluated by medical experts. A comparison study with other dynamic CBIR systems, the revealed work here is domain independent, flexible, and highly scalable.

SubrahmanyamMurula et al (2012) mitigated LTrP method for CBIR system. The proposed approach encompasses the connectivity between the current pixels to its surrounding pixels, based on the orientation of the image objects the movements of the feature vectors are evaluated using the differentiation scheme in X-Y directions. The efficiency of the proposed scheme is compared with LBP, Gabor filter and LTP based approaches and the synthesized results tested with benchmark data.

III METHODOLOGY

DCT with the incorporation of HOG and HTF based approach is proposed to handle commercial image, medical images and types of multi model images. This proposed approach mainly focuses on extracting scaled features for finding correlation among the query and database images.
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To start with the process, query image is decomposed into multi level sub images to extract set of texture features at two levels. These features are estimated by Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) and HOG descriptor based techniques is adapted to find scaled vectors with reduced dimensionality. The proposed method is evaluated with performance measures and also compared with conventional techniques.

Figure 2 depicts the architecture of proposed Method as shown below.

**Proposed Algorithm for Retrieval Process**

Step 1: Image is decomposed using curvelet.
Step 2: The HOG descriptor is introduced for extracting feature vector.
Step 3: Also, Statistical HTF Features are calculated.
Step 4: Obtain five features for query image and HOG descriptions
Step 5: Compare the query image and database images from the calculated statistical feature vectors for similarity measure.
Step 6: Rearrange the features to evaluate correlation index.
Step 7: Top Closest images are ranked in GUI

**IV. SIMULATION RESULTS**

This CBIR system is developed in MATLAB 7.5 environment. The extensive experimental study has been made to demonstrate CBIR system for various form query images. In our proposed study color, texture or shape based evaluation made. There three types of images were taken (commercial images, medical images, group images) for identifying the strength of the retrieval system [8-13]. Totally 1500 images, from each type 500 images were maintained in the database, which are all environment independent collections. The minimum number of statistical feature vectors is 7500 for database images. Then, based on query input features correlation index is calculated and every score is maintained for the identification of future relevance. Figure 3 details the commercial query image and its relevance with all statistical features. Similarly, medical image is considered to test the performance with all conditions as shown in figure 4. GUI is developed to present the overall process of entire scheme.

![Figure 3 Retrieval Process for Commercial Images](image1)

![Figure 4 Retrieval Process for Medical Images](image2)

![Figure 5 Plots between Recall and Precision](image3)
V. APPLICATIONS

CBIR system is effectively implemented in district science exhibition for students’ level demonstration. There are two types of analysis were made; one is by showing wooden physical pattern as a query template then retrieves related similar patterns and history of those properties; secondly by touching the property the related similar objects and correlated contents were retrieved. Also this is been implemented to track and detect feature based multiple objects for multi query inputs.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE ENHANCEMENT

Hence, Discrete Curvelet Transform with the incorporation of HOG and HTF based approach is proposed to handle commercial image, medical images and types of multi model images. This proposed approach mainly focused on extracting scaled features for finding correlation among the query and database images. These features are estimated by Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) and HOG descriptor based techniques is adapted to find scaled vectors with reduced dimensionality. This method outperform as compared to existing method is authenticated from experimental results. Further, this work can be strengthened by mitigating huge and dynamic query data, which will offer most sensitive features for the critical combinations of key inputs. Also, this approach can be enhanced for duplication detection classification and to improve robustness.
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